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Abstract
Scaling feature values is an important step in numerous machine learning tasks.
Different features can have different value ranges and some form of a feature scal-
ing is often required in order to learn an accurate classifier. However, feature
scaling is conducted as a preprocessing task prior to learning. This is problem-
atic in an online setting because of two reasons. First, it might not be possible
to accurately determine the value range of a feature at the initial stages of learn-
ing when we have observed only a few number of training instances. Second,
the distribution of data can change over the time, which render obsolete any fea-
ture scaling that we perform in a pre-processing step. We propose a simple but
an effective method to dynamically scale features at train time, thereby quickly
adapting to any changes in the data stream. We compare the proposed dynamic
feature scaling method against more complex methods for estimating scaling pa-
rameters using several benchmark datasets for binary classification. Our proposed
feature scaling method consistently outperforms more complex methods on all of
the benchmark datasets and improves classification accuracy of a state-of-the-art
online binary classifier algorithm.
1 Introduction
Machine learning algorithms require train and test instances to be represented using a set of features.
For example, in supervised document classification [6], a document is often represented as a vector
of its words and the value of a feature is set to the number of times the word corresponding to the
feature occurs in that document. However, different features occupy different value ranges, and
often one must scale the feature values before any supervised classifier is trained. In our example of
document classification, there are both highly frequent words (e.g. stop words) as well as extremely
rare words. Often, the relative difference of a value of a feature is more informative than its absolute
value. Therefore, feature scaling has shown to improve performance in classification algorithms.
Typically, feature values are scaled to a standard range in a preprocessing step before using the
scaled features in the subsequent learning task. However, this preprocessing approach to feature
value scaling is problematic because of several reasons. First, often feature scaling is done in an
unsupervised manner without consulting the labels assigned to the training instances. Although
this is the only option in unsupervised learning tasks such as document clustering, for supervised
learning tasks such as document classification, where we do have access to the label information, we
can use the label information also for feature scaling. Second, it is not possible to perform feature
scaling as a preprocessing step in one-pass online learning setting. In one-pass online learning we
are allowed to traverse through the set of training instances only once. Learning from extremely
large datasets such as twitter streams or Web scale learning calls for algorithms that require only a
single pass over the set of training instances. In such scenarios it is not possible to scale the feature
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values beforehand by using statistics from the entire training set. Third, even if we pre-compute
scaling parameters for a feature, those values might become obsolete in an online learning setting in
which the statistical properties of the training instances vary over the time. For example, a twitter
text stream regarding a particular keyword might change overtime and the scaling factors computed
using old data might not be appropriate for the new data.
We study the problem of dynamically scaling feature values at run time for online learning. The
term dynamic feature scaling is used in this paper to refer to the practice of scaling feature values
at run time as opposed to performing feature scaling as a pre-processing step that happens prior to
learning. We focus on binary classifiers as a specific example. However, we note that the proposed
method can be easily extended to multi-class classifiers. We propose two main approaches for
dynamic feature scaling in this paper: (a) Unsupervised Dynamic Feature Scaling (Section 3), in
which we do not consider the label information assigned to the training instances for feature scaling,
and (b) Supervised Dynamic Feature Scaling (Section 4), in which we consider the label information
assigned to the training instances for feature scaling.
All algorithms we propose in this paper can be trained under the one-pass online learning setting,
where only a single training instance is provided at a time and only the scale parameters and feature
weights are stored in the memory. This enables the proposed method to (a) efficiently adapt to the
varying statistics in the data stream, (b) compute the optimal feature scales such that the likelihood
of the training data under the trained model is maximized, and (c) train from large datasets where
batch learning is impossible because of memory requirements. We evaluate the proposed methods
in combination with different online learning algorithms using three benchmark datasets for binary
classification. Our experimental results show that, interestingly, the much simpler unsupervised dy-
namic feature scaling method consistently improves all of the online binary classification algorithms
we compare, including the state-of-the-art classifier of [6].
2 Related Work
Online learning has received much attention lately because of the necessity to learn from large
training datasets such as query logs in a web search engine [22], web-scale document classification
or clustering [19], and sentiment analysis on social media [15, 11]. Online learning toolkits that can
efficiently learn from large datasets are made available such as Vowpal Wabbit1 and OLL2 (Online
Learning Library). Online learning approaches are attractive than their batch learning counterparts
when the training data involved is massive due to two main reasons. First, the entire dataset might
not fit into the main memory of a single computer to perform a batch optimization. Although there
has been some recent progress in distributed learning algorithms [14, 13, 17] that can distribute the
batch optimization process across a series of machines, setting up and debugging such a distributed
learning environment remains a complex process. On the other hand, online learning algorithms
consider only a small batch (often referred to as a mini batch in the literature) or in the extreme case
a single training instance. Therefore, the need for large memory spaces can be avoided with online
learning. Second, a batch learning algorithm requires at least one iteration over the entire dataset
to produce a classifier. This can be time consuming for large training datasets. On the other hand,
online learning algorithms can produce a relatively accurate classifier even after observing a handful
of training instances.
Online learning is a vast and active research field and numerous algorithms have been proposed in
prior work to learn classifiers [7, 8, 20, 21, 12, 18]. A detailed discussion of online classification
algorithms is beyond the scope of this paper. Some notable algorithms are the passive-aggressive
(PA) algorithms [6], confidence-weighted linear classifiers [10] and their multi-class variants [7, 8].
In passive-aggressive learning, the weight vector for the binary classifier is updated only when a
misclassification occurs. If the current training instance can be correctly classified using the cur-
rent weight vector, then the weight vector is not updated. In this regard, the algorithm is consid-
ered passive. On the other hand, if a misclassification occurs, then the weight vector is aggre-
sively updated such that it can correctly classify the current training instance with a fixed margin.
Passive-aggressive algorithm has consistently outperformed numerous other online learning algo-
rithms across a wide-range of tasks. Therefore, it is considered as a state-of-the-art online binary
1https://github.com/JohnLangford/vowpal_wabbit
2https://code.google.com/p/oll/
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classification algorithm. As we demonstrate later, the unsupervised dynamic feature scaling method
proposed in this paper further improves the accuracy of the passive-aggressive algorithm. More-
over, active-learning [9] and transfer learning [24] approaches have also been proposed for online
classifier learning.
One-Pass Online Learning (OPOL) (also known as stream learning) [11] is a special case of on-
line learning in which only a single-pass is allowed over the set of train instances by the learning
algorithm. Typically, an online learning algorithm requires multiple passes over a training dataset
to reach a convergent point. This setting can be considered as an extreme case where the train batch
size is limited to only one instance. The OPOL setting is more restrictive than the classical online
learning setting where a learning algorithm is allowed to traverse multiple times over the training
dataset. However, OPOL becomes the only possible alternative in the following scenarios.
1. The number of instances in the training dataset is so large that it is impossible to traverse
multiple times over the dataset.
2. The dataset is in fact a stream where we encounter new instances continuously. For exam-
ple, consider the situation where we want to train a sentiment classifier from tweets.
3. The data stream changes over time. In this case, even if we can store old data instances
they might not be much of a help to predict the latest trends in the data stream.
It must be noted that OPOL is not the only solution for the first scenario where we have a large
training dataset. One alternative approach is to select a subset of examples from the dataset at each
iteration and only use that subset for training in that iteration. One promising criterion for selecting
examples for training is curriculum learning [1]. In curriculum learning, a learner is presented
with easy examples first and gradually with the more difficult examples. However, determining the
criteria for selecting easy examples is a difficult problem itself, and the criterion for selecting easy
examples might be different from one task to another. Moreover, it is not clear whether we can
select easy examples from the training dataset in a sequential manner as required by online learning
without consulting the unseen training examples.
The requirement for OPOL ever increases with the large training datasets and data streams we en-
counter on the Web such as social feeds. Most online learning algorithms require several passes
over the training dataset to achieve convergence. For example, Passive-Aggressive algorithms [6]
require at least 5 iterations over the training dataset to converge, whereas, for Confidence-Weighted
algorithms [10] the number of iterations has shown to be less (ca. 2). Our focus in this paper is not
to develop online learning algorithms that can classify instances with high accuracy by traversing
only once over the dataset, but to study the effect of feature scaling in the OPOL setting. To this end,
we study both an unsupervised dynamic feature scaling method (Section 3) and several variants of a
supervised dynamic feature scaling methods (Section 4).
3 Unsupervised Dynamic Feature Scaling
In unsupervised dynamic feature scaling, given a feature xj , we compute the mean, µ(xj) and the
standard deviation δ(xj) of the feature and perform an affine transformation as follows,
x′j =
xj − µj
δj
. (1)
This scaling operation corresponds to a linear shift of the feature values by the mean value of the
feature, followed up by a scaling by its standard deviation. From a geometric point of view, this
transformation will shift the origin to the mean value and then scale axis corresponding to the j-
th feature to unit standard deviation. It is used popularly in batch learning setting, in which one
can compute the mean and the standard deviation using all the training instances in the training
dataset. However, this is not possible in OPOL, in which we encounter only one instance at a time.
However, even in the OPOL setting, we can compute the mean and the standard deviation on the fly
and constantly update our estimates of those values as new training instances (feature vectors) are
observed. The update equations for the mean mkj and the standard deviation
√
skj /(k − 1) for the
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j-th feature are as follows [16, 4],
mkj = m
k−1
j +
xkj −mk−1j
k
, (2)
sk = sk−1 + (xkj −mk−1j )(xkj −mkj ). (3)
We use these estimates for the mean and the standard deviation to scale features in Equation 1. The
mean and standard deviation are updated throughout the training process.
4 Supervised Dynamic Feature Scaling
We define the task of supervised dynamic feature scaling task for binary classification in the OPOL
setting as follows. Given a stream of labeled training instances (xn, tn), in which the class label tn
of the n-th training instance xn, denoted by a feature vector xn, is assumed to be either +1 (positive
class) or −1 (negative class). Furthermore, let us assume that the feature space is M dimensional
and the value of the i-th feature of the n-th instance in the training data stream is denoted by xni . In
this paper, we consider only real-valued features (i.e. xni ∈ R) because feature scaling is particularly
important for real-valued features.
We define the feature scaling function σi(xni ) for the i-th feature as a function that maps R to the
range [0, 1] as follows:
σi(x
n
i ) =
1
1 + exp(−αixni + βi)
. (4)
Here, αi and βi are the scaling parameters for the i-th dimension of the feature space. Several
important properties of the feature scaling function defined by Equation 4 are noted. First, the
feature transformation function maps all feature values to the range [0, 1] irrespective of the original
range in which each feature value xi was. For example, one feature might originally be limited to
the range [0, 0.001], whereas another feature might have values in the full range of [0, 10000]. By
scaling each feature into a common range we can concentrate on the relative values of those features
without being biased by their absolute values. Second, the scaling parameters αi and βi are defined
per-feature basis. This enables us to scale different features using scale parameters appropriate
for their value ranges. Third, the linear transformation αixni − βi within the exponential term of
the feature scaling function resembles the typical affine transformations performed in unsupervised
feature scaling. For example, assuming the mean and the standard deviation of the i-th feature to
be respectively µi and δi, in supervised classification, features are frequently scaled to (xi − µi)/δi
prior to training and testing. The linear transformation within the exponential term in Equation 4
can be seen as a special case of this approach with values αi = 1/δi and βi = µi/δi.
Then, the posterior probability, P (t = 1|xn, b,α,β) of xn belonging to the positive class is given
as follows according to the logistic regression model [3]:
P (tn = 1|xn, b,α,β) = 1
1 + exp
(
−∑Mi=1 wiσi(xni )− b) , (5)
P (tn = 1|xn, b,α,β) = 1
1 + exp
(
− wi1+exp(−αixni +βi) − b
) .
Here, wi is the weight associated with the i-th feature and b ∈ R is the bias term. We arrange the
weights wi, scaling parameters αi and βi respectively using RM vectors w, α, and β.
The cross-entropy loss function per instance including the L2 regularization terms for the weight
vector w and scale vector β can be written as follows:
L(w, b,α,β) = −tn log yn − (1− tn) log(1− yn) (6)
Here, we used yn = P (t = 1|xn, b,α,β) to minimize the cluttering of symbols in Equation 6.
To avoid overfitting to training instances and to minimize the distortion of the training instances,
we impose L2 regularization on w, α, and β. Therefore, the final objective function that must be
minimized with respect to w, α, β, and b is give by,
E(w, b,α,β) = L(w, b,α,β) + λ ||w||22 + µ ||α||22 + ν ||β||22 (7)
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Here, λ, µ and ν respectively are the L2 regularization coefficients corresponding to the weight
vector w and the scale vectors α, β. Because we consider the minimization of Equation 7 per
instance basis, in our experiments, we divide the regularization parameters λ, µ, and ν by the total
number of training instances N in the dataset such that we can compare the values those parameters
across datasets of different sizes.
By setting the partial derivatives ∂E∂wj ,
∂E
∂b ,
∂E
∂αj
, and ∂E∂βj to zero and applying Stochastic Gradient
Descent (SGD) update rule the following updates can be derived,
wk+1j = w
k
j (1− 2ληk) + ηk(tn − yn)σj(xnj ), (8)
bk+1 = bk + ηk(tn − yn), (9)
αk+1j = α
k
j (1− 2µηk) + ηkxnjwjσj(xnj )(1− σj(xnj ))(tn − yn), (10)
βk+1j = β
k
j (1− 2νηk)− ηk(tn − yn)wjσj(xnj )(1− σj(xnj )). (11)
In Equations 8-11, k denotes the k-th update and ηk is the learning rate for the k-th update. We
experimented with both linear and exponential decaying and found linear decaying to perform better
for the proposed method. The linear decaying function for ηk is defined as follows,
ηk =
η0
1 + kT×N
. (12)
Here, T is the total number of iterations for which the training dataset containing N instances will
be traversed. Because we are considering OPOL, we set T = 1. The initial learning rate η0 is set to
0.1 throughout the experiments described in the paper. This value of 0.1 was found to be producing
the best results in our preliminary experiments using development data, which we selected randomly
from the benchmark datasets described later in Section 5.
Several observations are in order. First, note that the scaling factors αj and βj distort the original
value of the feature xi. If this distortion is too much, then we might loose the information conveyed
by the feature xi. To minimize the distortion of x because of scaling, we have imposed regulariza-
tion on both α and β. This treatment is similar to the slack variables often used in non-separable
classification tasks and imposing a penalty on the total slackness. Of course, the regularization on
α and β can be removed simply by setting the corresponding regularization coefficients µ and ν to
zero. Therefore, the introduction of regularization on α and β does not harm the generality of the
proposed method. The total number of parameters to train in this model isM+M+M+1 = 3M+1,
corresponding tow, α, β, and b. Note that we must not regularize the bias term b and let it to adjust
arbitrarily. This can be seen as a dynamic scaling for the score (i.e. inner-product between w and
x), although this type of scaling is not feature specific. The sigmoid-based feature scaling function
given by Equation 4 is by no means the only function that satisfies the requirement for a scaling
function (i.e. maps all feature values to the same range such as [0, 1]). However, the sigmoid func-
tion has been widely used in various fields of machine learning such as neural networks [23], and
has desirable properties such as differentiability and continuity.
Next, we introduce several important variants of Equation 4 and present the update equations for
each of those variants. In Section 6, we empirically study the effect of the different variants discussed
in the paper. For the ease of reference, we name the original formulation given by Equation 4 as
FS (Supervised Feature Scaling) method. The objective function given by Equation 7 is convex
with respect to w. This can be easily verified by computing the second derivative of the objective
function with respect to wi, which becomes
∂2E
∂w2i
= σ(xi)
2
yn(1− yn) + 2λ. (13)
Because 0 < σ(xi) < 1, 0 < yn < 1, and 0 < λ hold, the second derivative ∂
2E
∂w2i
> 0, which proves
that the objective function is convex with respect to wi. Likewise, the objective function can be
shown to be convex with respect to the bias term b. It is interesting to note that the convexity holds
irrespective of the form of the scaling function σ for both w and b as long as σ(xi) 6= 0 is satisfied.
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If σ(xi) = 0 for some value of xi, then the convexity of E also depends upon λ not being equal
to zero. Although, in the case of sigmoid feature scaling functions σ(xi) → 0 when xi → −∞
this is irrelevant because feature values are finite in practice. Unfortunately, the objective function
is non-convex with respect to α and β. Although SGD updates are empirically shown to work well
even when the objective function is non-convex, there is no guarantee that the update Equations 8 -
11 will find the global minimum of the objective function.
4.1 FS-1
In this variant we fix the scaling factor α = 1, thereby reducing the number of parameters to be
tuned. However, this model cannot adjust for the different value ranges of features and can only
learn the shiftings required. We name this variant as FS-1 and is given by,
σi(x
n
i ) =
1
1 + exp(−xni + βi)
. (14)
The update equations for wj , b, and βj are as follows,
wk+1j = w
k
j (1− 2ληk) + ηk(tn − yn)σj(xnj ), (15)
bk+1 = bk + ηk(tn − yn), (16)
βk+1j = β
k
j (1− 2νηk)− ηk(tn − yn)wjσj(xnj )(1− σj(xnj )). (17)
Note that although the update Equations 15, 16, and 17 appear to be similar in their form to Equations
8, 9, and 11, the transformation functions in the two sets of equations are different. As discussed
earlier under FS, FS-1 is also convex with respect to w and b, but non-convex with respect to β.
4.2 FS-2
We design a convex form of the objective function with respect to all parameters by replacing the
sigmoid feature scaling function with a linear combination as follows,
σi(xi) = αixi + βi. (18)
The class conditional probability is computed using the logistic sigmoid model as,
P (tn = 1|w, b,α,β) = 1
1 + exp(−∑Mj=1 wj(αjxnj + βj)− b) . (19)
Then the update equations for w, b, α, and β are given as follows,
wk+1j = w
k
j (1− 2ληk)− ηk(yn − tn)(αjxnj + βj), (20)
bk+1 = bk − ηk(yn − tn), (21)
αk+1j = α
k
j (1− 2µηk)− ηk(yn − tn)wjxnj , (22)
βk+1j = β
k
j (1− 2νηk)− ηk(yn − tn)wj . (23)
Here, we used yn = P (tn = 1|w, b,α,β) to simplify the equations.
Moreover, the second-order partial derivatives of the objective function E, with respect to w, b, α,
and β can be computed as follows,
∂2E
∂w2j
= yn(1− yn)(αjxnj + βj)2 + 2λ,
∂2E
∂α2j
= yn(1− yn)w2jxn2j + 2µ,
∂2E
∂β2j
= yn(1− yn)w2jxn2j + 2µ,
∂2E
∂w2j
= yn(1− yn).
From, 0 < yn < 1, λ > 0, µ > 0, and ν > 0 it follows that all of the above-mentioned second-order
derivatives are positive, which proofs the convexity of the objective function. We name this convex
formulation of the feature scaling method as the FS-2 method.
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4.3 FS-3
Although FS-2 is convex, there is an issue regarding the determinability amongw,α, and β because
the product betweenw and α, and the product betweenw and β appear inside the exponential term
in Equation 19. This implies that the probability P (tn = 1|w, b,α,β) will be invariant under a
constant scaling of w, α, and β. We can absorb the wj terms from the objective function into the
corresponding αj and βj terms thereby effectively both reducing the number of parameters to be
trained as well as eliminating the issue regarding the determinability. We name this variant of the
feature scaling method as the FS-3 method.
The class conditional probability for FS-3 is give by,
P (tn = 1|b,α,β) = 1
1 + exp(−∑Mj=1(αjxnj + βj)− b) . (24)
This can be seen as a special case of FS-2 where we set w = 1 and λ = 0.
The update equations for FS-3 can be derived as follows,
bk+1 = bk − ηk(yn − tn), (25)
αk+1j = α
k
j (1− 2µηk)− ηk(yn − tn)xnj , (26)
βk+1j = β
k
j (1− 2νηk)− ηk(yn − tn). (27)
Here, we used yn = P (tn = 1|b,α,β) to simplify the equations. Because FS-2 is convex and FS-3
is a special case of FS-2, it follows that FS-3 is also convex.
5 Datasets
To evaluate the performance of the numerous feature scaling methods introduced in Section 4, we
train and test those methods under the one-pass online learning setting. We use three datasets in our
experiments: heart dataset, liver dataset, and the diabetes dataset. All three datasets are popularly
used as benchmark datasets to evaluate binary classification algorithms. Moreover, all three datasets
contain real-valued and unscaled features values, which are appropriate for the current evaluation
purpose. All three datasets can be downloaded from the UCI Machine Learning Repository3. Details
of the three datasets are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: Statistics regarding the three datasets used in the experiments.
Dataset Attributes Train instances Test instances
heart 13 216 54
liver 6 276 69
diabetes 8 611 157
6 Experiments and Results
To compare the performance of the different dynamic feature scaling methods we proposed in the
paper, we use those methods to scale features in the following online learning algorithms.
SGD (Stochastic Gradient Descent): This method implements logistic regression using stochastic
gradient descent. It does not use any feature scaling and uses the original feature values
as they are for training a binary classifier. This method demonstrates the lower baseline
performance for this task.
3http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/
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SDG+avg (Stochastic Gradient Descent with Model Averaging): This method is the same as
SGD described above, except that it uses the average weight vector during training and
testing. Specifically, it computes the average of the weight vector w over the updates and
uses this average vector for prediction. By considering the average weight vector instead
of the final weight vector we can avoid any bias toward the last few training instances
encountered by the online learner. Moreover, it has been shown both theoretically and em-
pirically that consideration of the average weight vector results in faster convergence in
online learning [5].
GN (Unsupervised Dynamic Scaling): This is the unsupervised dynamitc feature scaling method
described in Section 3. It trains a binary logistic regression model by scaling the features
using the unsupervised approach.
GN+avg (Unsupervised Dynamic Scaling with Model Averaging): This is the unsupervised fea-
ture scaling method described in Section 3 using the average weight vector for predicting
instead of the final weight vector. It trains a binary logistic regression model by scaling the
features using the unsupervised approach.
FS (Supervised Dynamic Feature Scaling): This is the supervised dynamic feature scaling
method described in Section 4.
FS+avg (Supervised Dynamic Feature Scaling with Model Averaging): This is the FS method,
where we use the average values for all parameters: w, b, α, and β.
FS-1 (Supervised Dynamic Feature Scaling variant FS-1): This is the method described in Sec-
tion 4.1.
FS-1+avg (Supervised Dynamic Feature Scaling variant FS-1 with Model Averaging): This is
the method described in Section 4.1 with averaged parameter vectors.
FS-2 (Supervised Dynamic Feature Scaling variant FS-2): This is the method described in Sec-
tion 4.2.
FS-2+avg (Supervised Dynamic Feature Scaling variant FS-1 with Model Averaging): This is
the method described in Section 4.2 with averaged parameter vectors.
FS-3 (Supervised Dynamic Feature Scaling variant FS-3): This is the method described in Sec-
tion 4.3.
FS-3+avg (Supervised Dynamic Feature Scaling variant FS-1 with Model Averaging): This is
the method described in Section 4.3 with averaged parameter vectors.
PA (Passive-Aggressive): This is the Passive-Aggressive binary linear classification algorithm pro-
posed by [6].
PA+avg (Passive-Aggressive with Model Averaging): This is the Passive-Aggressive binary lin-
ear classification algorithm proposed by [6] using the averaged weight vector to predict
during both training and testing stages.
PA-1 (Passive-Average variant 1): This is the Passive-Aggressive PA-I version of the binary linear
classification algorithm proposed by [6].
PA-1+avg (Passive-Aggressive variant 1 with Model Averaging): This is the Passive-Aggressive
PA-1 version of the binary linear classification algorithm proposed by [6] using the aver-
aged weight vector to predict during both training and testing stages.
PA-2 (Passive-Aggressive variant 2): This is the Passive-Aggressive PA-2 version of the binary
linear classification algorithm proposed by [6].
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Table 2: Results on the heart dataset.
Algorithm Train Accuracy Test Accuracy Best Parameters
SGD 0.537037 0.574074 λ = 0.01
SGD+avg 0.481481 0.435185 λ = 0
GN 0.87037 0.824074 λ = 0.01
GN+avg 0.777778 0.768519 λ = 0.1
FS 0.592593 0.49537 λ = 0.1, µ = 1.0, ν = 0
FS+avg 0.481481 0.435185 λ = 0, µ = 0ν = 0
FS-1 0.703704 0.564815 µ = 100.0, ν = 0.1
FS-1+avg 0.759259 0.564815 µ = 0.1, ν = 10.0
FS-2 0.740741 0.569444 λ = 10.0, µ = 0, ν = 10.0
FS-2+avg 0.574074 0.467593 λ = 0, µ = 1.0, ν = 0
FS-3 0.592593 0.476852 µ = 0.1, ν = 0
FS-3+avg 0.574074 0.421296 µ = 0.1, ν = 1.0
PA 0.648148 0.675926 c = 0.01
PA+avg 0.611111 0.662037 c = 0.01
PA1 0.648148 0.675926 c = 0.01
PA1+avg 0.611111 0.662037 c = 0.01
PA2 0.648148 0.675926 c = 0.01
PA2+avg 0.611111 0.662037 c = 0.01
Table 3: Results on the liver dataset.
Algorithm Train Accuracy Test Accuracy Best Parameters
SGD 0.608696 0.561594 λ = 0.1
SGD+avg 0.550725 0.586957 λ = 0
GN 0.695652 0.637681 λ = 100.0
GN+avg 0.777778 0.768519 λ = 0.1
FS 0.637681 0.586957 λ = 10.0, µ = 0.1, ν = 0.1
FS+avg 0.550725 0.586957 λ = 0, µ = 0ν = 0
FS-1 0.623188 0.413043 µ = 1.0, ν = 0
FS-1+avg 0.623188 0.413043 µ = 0.1, ν = 0.1
FS-2 0.681159 0.59058 λ = 0, µ = 0.01, ν = 0
FS-2+avg 0.550725 0.586957 λ = 0, µ = 0, ν = 0
FS-3 0.623188 0.550725 µ = 0, ν = 0
FS-3+avg 0.550725 0.586957 µ = 0, ν = 0
PA 0.434783 0.427536 c = 0.01
PA+avg 0.565217 0.594203 c = 0.01
PA1 0.434783 0.427536 c = 0.01
PA1+avg 0.565217 0.594203 c = 0.01
PA2 0.434783 0.427536 c = 0.01
PA2+avg 0.565217 0.594203 c = 0.01
PA-2+avg (Passive-Aggressive variant 2 with Model Averaging): This is the Passive-Aggressive
PA-2 version of the binary linear classification algorithm proposed by [6] using the aver-
aged weight vector to predict during both training and testing stages.
We measure train and test classification accuracy for each of the above-mentioned 18 algorithms.
Classification accuracy is defined as follows:
Classification Accuracy =
total no. of correctly classified instances
total no. of instances in the dataset
. (28)
Note that all three benchmark datasets described in Section 5 are balanced (i.e. contains equal
numbers of positive and negative train/test instances). Therefore, a method that randomly classifies
test instances would obtain an accuracy of 0.5. The experimental results for heart, liver, and diabetes
datasets are shown respectively in Tables 2, 3, and 4.
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Table 4: Results on the diabetes dataset.
Algorithm Train Accuracy Test Accuracy Best Parameters
SGD 0.643312 0.653028 λ = 1.0
SGD+avg 0.643312 0.653028 λ = 0
GN 0.656051 0.656301 λ = 0.01
GN+avg 0.656051 0.671031 λ = 100.0
FS 0.643312 0.653028 λ = 0, µ = 0, ν = 0
FS+avg 0.643312 0.653028 λ = 0, µ = 0ν = 0
FS-1 0.643312 0.653028 µ = 10, ν = 0
FS-1+avg 0.643312 0.653028 µ = 0, ν = 0
FS-2 0.643312 0.653028 λ = 0, µ = 0, ν = 1.0
FS-2+avg 0.643312 0.653028 λ = 0, µ = 0, ν = 0
FS-3 0.643312 0.653028 µ = 0.01, ν = 100.0
FS-3+avg 0.643312 0.653028 µ = 0, ν = 0.01
PA 0.611465 0.656301 c = 0.01
PA+avg 0.636943 0.657938 c = 0.01
PA1 0.648148 0.675926 c = 0.01
PA1+avg 0.636943 0.657938 c = 0.01
PA2 0.611465 0.656301 c = 0.01
PA2+avg 0.636943 0.657938 c = 0.01
We vary the values for the numerous parameters in a pre-defined set of values for each parameter
and experiment with all possible combinations of those values. For the regularization coefficients
λ, µ, and ν we experiment with the values in the set {0, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100}. For the c parameter
in passive-aggressive algorithms we chose from the set {0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100}. In each dataset, we
randomly set aside 1/5-th of all training data for validation purposes. We search for the parameter
values for each algorithm that produces the highest accuracy on the validation dataset. Next, we
fix those parameter values and evaluate on the test portion of the corresponding dataset. The best
parameter values found through the search procedure are shown in the fourth column in Tables 2-4.
Online learning algorithms have been shown to be sensitive to the order in which training examples
are presented to them. Following the suggestions in prior work, we randomize the sequence of
training data instances during training [2]. All results shown in the paper are the average of 10
random initializations.
As can be seen from Tables 2, 3, and 4 the unsupervised dynamic feature scaling methods (GN
and GN+avg) consistently outperform joint supervised feature scaling methods and PA algorithms.
Model averaged version of the unsupervised dynamic feature scaling method (GN+avg) shows bet-
ter performance than its counterpart that does not perform model averaging (GN) in two out of the
tree datasets. Compared to the unsupervised dynamic feature scaling methods (GN and GN+avg),
the supervised dynamic feature scaling methods (FS, FS-1, FS-2, and FS-3) report lower test accu-
racies. Compared to the unsupervised dynamic feature scaling methods, the number of parameters
that must be estimated from labeled data is larger in the supervised dynamic feature scaling meth-
ods. Although the unsupervised dynamic feature scaling method requires us to estimate the mean
and standard deviation from train data, those parameters can be estimated without using the label
information in the training instances. Therefore, the unsupervised dynamic feature scaling is less
likely to overfit to the train data, which results in better performance.
Recall that SGD and SGD+avg do not perform any dynamic feature scaling and demonstrate the
level of accuracy that we would obtain if we had not perform feature scaling. In all datasets, the GN
and GN+avg methods significantly outperform (according to a two-tailed paired t-test under 0.05
confidence level) the SGD counterparts showing the effectiveness of feature scaling when training
binary classifiers.
Among the variants of the proposed FS methods, the FS-2 method reports the best performance.
We believe that this can be attributable to the convexity of the objective function. Because we
are allowed only a single pass over the training dataset in OPOL setting, convergence becomes a
critical issue compared to the classical online learning setting where the learning algorithm traverses
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Figure 1: Cumulative training errors on the heart dataset.
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Figure 2: Cumulative training errors on the liver dataset.
multiple times over the dataset. Convex functions can be relatively easily optimized using gradient
methods compared to non-convex functions. FS-3 method which constrains the parameters in the
FS-2 method shows poor performance in our experiments. Specifically, FS-3 absorbs the weight
parameters into the scaling parameters in the FS-2 method. However, the experimental results show
that we should keep the two sets of parameters separately. In our future work, we plan to study other
possible ways to reduce the number of parameters in the supervised dynamic feature scaling methods
in order to reduce the effect of overfitting. Among the three datasets, the performance differences
of the methods compared are least significant on the diabetes dataset. In fact, 10 of the 18 methods
report the same test accuracy on this dataset and learns the same classification model. However, the
model averaged version of the unsupervised dynamic feature scaling method (GN+avg) outperforms
all the methods compared even in the diabetes dataset that shows its ability to perform well even in
situations where other methods cannot.
To study the behavior of the different learning algorithms during train time, we compute the cu-
mulative number of errors. Cumulative number of errors represents the total misclassification errors
encountered up to the current train instance. In an one-pass online learning setting, we must continu-
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ously both train as well as apply the trained classifier to classify new instances on the fly. Therefore,
a method that obtains a lower number of cumulative errors is desirable. To compare the different
methods described in the paper, we plot the cumulative number of errors against the total number of
training instances encountered as shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively for heart and liver datasets.
During training, we use the weight vector (or the averaged weight vector for the +avg methods)
to classify the current training instances and if it is misclassified by the current model, then it is
counted as an error. The 45 degree line in each plot corresponds to the situation where all instances
encountered during training are misclassified. All algorithms must lie below this line. To avoid
cluttering, we only show the cumulative number of error curves for the following six methods: FS-
2, FS-2+avg, SGD, SGD+avg, GN, and GN+avg. Overall, we see that the unsupervised dynamic
feature scaling methods GN and GN+avg stand out among the others and report lower numbers of
cumulative errors.
7 Conclusion
We studied the problem of feature scaling in one-pass online learning (OPOL) of binary linear clas-
sifiers. In OPOL, a learner is allowed to traverse a dataset only once. We presented both supervised
as well as unsupervised approaches to dynamically scale feature under the OPOL setting. We eval-
uated 18 different learning methods using three popular datasets. Our experimental results show
that the unsupervised approach significantly outperforms the supervised approaches and improves
the classification accuracy in a state-of-the-art online learning algorithm proposed by [6]. Among
the several variants of the supervised feature scaling approach we evaluated, the convex formulation
performed best. In future, we plan to explore other forms of feature scaling functions and their
effectiveness in numerous online learning algorithms proposed for classification.
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